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1. Introduction
Action-oriented continuing education in the workplace
The still increasing need of companies for continuous and dynamic competence development
requires offers that are company-specific, flexible in time and scope and close to the real work
situation. Important approaches for this are:
-

Action-oriented learning with the principle of "complete action", which includes planning,
preparation, implementation, result testing and evaluation as well as process reflection.
Agile approaches in further education ("agile learning") for dynamic environments with
processing of real tasks from practice in short learning stages with feedback loops, reflection
and correction possibilities as well as learning support by didactically and professionally
trained coaches.

Workplace-integrated training offers have so far required a longer lead time and often internal
efforts from the companies. However, companies want CET measures that can start without a
lengthy lead time and are associated with clear results. Action-oriented CET must therefore be
designed in such a way that it retains its pedagogical, subject-related and process-optimising
advantages and, at the same time, yields immediate operational benefits from the very first hour.
The HOWARP project team has therefore set itself the following goals:
-

Development of a practice-oriented combination of the approaches "action-oriented
learning" and "agile learning" for continuing vocational training
Workplace-integrated learning in the company with the involvement of trainers / instructors
/ supervisors
Orientation towards direct applicability in the company
All in all: creation of a procedural standard to which educational institutions can orientate
themselves.

The ultimate aim is to ensure that, in the longer term, different education providers offer different
forms of workplace-integrated CET that enable participants to develop their competences in line with
their needs.
The following documents were developed in the project:
Overview report (IO1)
Case Studies and Best Practices (IO2)
Collection of methods (IO3)
Framework Curriculum (IO4)
Information for companies (IO5)
Development of a course design (IO6)
Manual: Action-oriented/agile learning in continuing vocational training in enterprises (IO7)
The documents are available partly as PDF, partly as an interactive website, at https://agilelearning.eu/de/projekte/HoWARP.
In this work package (IO6), the general curriculum developed earlier in the project will be further
developed for exemplary pilot courses. For this purpose, the structure of learning objectives, learning
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modules, learning content and learning methods described in the curriculum will be implemented
exemplarily in different course designs. The content of this report is a summary of the creation of
the pilot courses, the topic-specific adaptation of the courses for interested companies and the
exemplary implementation of the pilot courses or parts of the courses as well as the evaluation of
the course design. A significant part of the documentation was developed on and for the Moodle
learning platform. The presentation of the Moodle contents in this report is deliberately omitted, as
a print presentation of the contents of a learning platform does not do justice to the medium. The
access data for the Moodle platforms used are listed in the corresponding chapters of this report.
The course design is developed for the specialised sector "Environment and Buildings". This sectoral
restriction makes it possible to tailor the course to a specialised group of participants who face
similar challenges and find similar working and learning processes in the company. In addition, the
corporate culture of the companies is similar, so that a basic understanding - despite all differences as well as a "common language" is found. This limitation facilitates the development of the course
design, as challenges due to inter-sectoral misunderstandings should not play a particular role.
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2. Course Development
Methods and content are elaborated in detail and learning materials based on them are developed.
This includes the development of methods and materials for the following learning approaches:
-

-

-

Digital learning: An online learning platform is being created to support the blended learning
approach. This Moodle-based learning platform supports the learning process. Tasks are set
on the learning platform which ask the participants to deal with the learning modules
individually. In addition to the general tasks, additional materials are provided to support
individual learning processes. Digital learning also allows for time individualisation, learning
"on the go" on tablet or mobile phone as well as digital communication between the
participants.
Workplace-based learning: During workshops, participants receive guidance on how to
individually test newly learned methods of agile learning in further education in practice. In
doing so, they select a methodological approach after the first workshop, deepen it further
(with the support of the materials on the learning platform as well as the method book (IO3)
developed in the workshop) and try it out in class.
Peer learning: During the workshop, group learning processes are guided by experienced
trainers. The participants of the workshops discuss challenges of learning barriers and
previous practices. Through the presentation of new methods and the exchange, impulses
for fields of application of agile learning in internal further education arise. In addition, the
process supports the formation of a peer network, which also has a supporting effect after
the project period.

The methodological implementation of the course design will be presented in a manual (IO7)
together with the developed learning methods, materials and tips for good practice. This will enable
the learning programme to be adopted and further developed for other contexts after the project
period.

Target group
The target group of the pilot courses are CET managers and CET coordinators as well as trainers in
companies in the technical sector. Participants come from large companies as well as SMEs and startups. This enables an intensive exchange on the application of agile learning processes in different
corporate cultures.

Preparation
Select and inform participants
The most important prerequisites for a course in which participants learn how to carry out actionbased learning activities themselves are:
-

-

The participants have a professional or voluntary environment in which they (want to)
organise and/or carry out the CET. This environment, e.g. the CET institution or the
company where it is to take place, or a funding body, supports the action-oriented
approach or is at least open to it.
These trainings are carried out close to the workplace, i.e. reference can be made to the
work experience and the current or future requirements and problems of the workplace
where the participants of the training are or will be working. Tasks can be taken over
from there - directly or in a related way.
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-

Participants master the subject content they are to teach to such an extent that they can
independently structure and adapt it along the requirements of action-oriented teaching.
Participants are willing and able to question and change their own approach and
previous ideas about teaching.

Ideally, participants are selected on the basis of the criteria presented here.
The participants are informed via a written invitation, combined with a personal explanatory talk.
In addition, access to the e-learning platform Moodle with supplementary information and
background material can be offered.
In order to introduce the participants, they are invited to write profiles in advance with the
following information:
- Name
- Organisation
- I mainly deal with
- Content/Topic of my event
- Time scope
- Does the event take place virtually/hybrid/physically?
- Who is the target group?
- How many participants do I expect?
- What are my learning goals?

Define learning objectives
The aim of the curriculum is to develop a model for a course that will enable participants,
-

independently design, detail, organise and implement competence-based, action-oriented
continuing education,
to prepare technical content in a suitable way and to convey it in an action-oriented way.

To this end, they must be taught content ("knowledge") and acquire skills with which they can act
professionally ("professional action competences").

Technical contents of the further training
Essential contents for a further training in action-oriented competence mediation can be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Basics of activity-based learning (HOL)1
Steps of the HOL, roles of the teachers as well as the learners
Characteristics of a good learning and work task
Basics of feedback for reviews and retrospectives
Agile learning: A form of repeatedly going through the steps of the "Complete Action".
Agile learning tools (backlog, sprint backlog, kanban ...)
Tools of virtual teamwork: use of digital spaces for group work, voting, pinboard, ...
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Preparation of content: The learning units
For self-directed learning, it makes sense to provide content as self-learning materials whose form
supports independent elaboration of new content. In order to enable solution-oriented learning, the
self-learning materials should meet the following requirements:
-

Easy orientation about the content and possible outcomes after engaging with the material
Short processing times for each learning unit, (15 - 30 minutes)
Solution orientation, in that the processing brings the learners directly closer to the solution
of a task set for them.

It has proven successful to enable quick orientation through a clear structure:
-

What does this learning unit help with?
What can the learners do better afterwards?
Compact representation of the input
Application of the input to a concrete task e

Knowledge
The participants know
-

the six process steps of the "Principle of Complete Action", and the different roles of
teachers in this process,

-

the approach of "Agile Learning" with its possible applications and its most important
methods2

Professional competences
Participants will be able to,
-

apply the principle of complete action to a specific, professionally demanding continuing
education,

-

structure and prepare the contents of this CET accordingly so that they fit the target group as
well as this principle and action-oriented learning as a whole,

-

to formulate a didactically prepared learning/work task from the participants' technical
problems,

-

Adapt and use the essential steps and methods of Agile Learning as appropriate to the
situation,

-

Further training courses that comply with these principles can also be implemented in a
completely virtual environment, i.e. without face-to-face meetings between the participants,

-

Use and demonstrate methods and tools of virtual teamwork, and finally

-

Apply criteria to assess the quality of reviews and reflection (retrospective).

The methods
The core of the curriculum is that the participants get to know action orientation as a concept of
continuing education in a continuing education that is itself organised with action-oriented methods.
This principle is also called the "didactic double-decker": The methods I learn about are at the same
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time the methods with which my CET is organised. The task of such a curriculum is therefore to use
the contents of the CET in the workshops, courses or similar as far as possible and also to let the
participants use them themselves on a trial basis, i.e. to make them directly experienceable. In
concrete terms, this means going through all the learning and activity steps of the "principle of
complete action" within the workshop, if possible even several times, and also using the tools
presented.
In principle, the methods can be developed along the process steps of the principle of complete
action. The table in IO4 gives an overview of the goals and the method range for each process step.
A larger selection of methods with which these process steps can be implemented in a virtual
continuing education are presented in the Intellectual Output 3 "Method Handbook" of the HoWARP
project. In addition to a short description, recommendations for implementation and the most
important advantages and disadvantages, there are references to
-

Possible areas of application,
the steps of the "Complete Action" in which they can be particularly helpful,
a recommended number of participants (TN), if applicable, and on
the usability with good and poor internet connection.

Good support for the selection of methods and tools is also provided by Longmuss, J., Korge, G.,
Bauer, A. & Höhne, B. (2020) in the chapter "The digital support system for agile learning", which is
presented below:
Criteria for the selection of the support system
Which methods, tools or systems are best suited for supporting an agile learning project must be
decided on a case-by-case basis and depends on many framework conditions. In the following, some
central decision criteria are briefly explained.
Completeness - Do all learners have to complete all tasks?
In contrast to classic course offerings or even degree programmes, agile learning offers a framework
concept for demand-oriented and application-based learning. This demand for concrete application
orientation often comes at the expense of completeness. Thus, in an agile learning project, the
choice of topics for a stage is not decided on the basis of a prefabricated curriculum, but rather it is
based on the current challenges in everyday work and in particular for the respective participant.
However, certain subject areas make it necessary for each individual participant to have worked on
all tasks or areas of a subject area. This is the case, for example, if the participants are aiming for
certification of their continuing education or if the subject area itself requires complete work. For
example, if a group of people is to be trained in the comprehensive use of software, it is desirable
that all participants know about all aspects of the subject area.
If the completeness of the learning content is a decisive criterion, special emphasis should be placed
on the conscientious preparation, selection and testing of self-learning materials (integration of
knowledge tests, self-tests or similar). In this context, the client or professional supervisor is also
particularly needed for quality assurance and certain tasks, in contrast to "free" learning projects,
must not only be worked on by all participants, but also approved by the professional supervisor.
Documentability - How well must the learning process be traceable?
For certain application scenarios, the learning progress of the participants must be documented as
individually as possible and be traceable. This is especially the case if a certificate is to be awarded
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for participation in the learning project. The criteria for certification strongly depend on the certifying
institution. If the agile learning project is accompanied and certified by a university institution, it
must often be possible to clearly assign both the hours worked and the topics worked on and clearly
link them to a work and learning outcome. But also for internal company certification, welldocumented, verifiable learning outcomes are often required so that certification can take place.
In these cases, task management to facilitate time recording and assignment of individual
contributions should ideally be done via a digital system (such as a digital Kanban application), as
these systems allow time recording and task assignment with relatively little effort. In addition, the
processing of self-learning materials should be individually assignable and linkable to a verifiable
result. For this purpose, the learning card format offers, for example, the possibility of assigning
acceptance criteria to the transfer tasks, exporting them for learning objective verification and
documenting them (see, for example, the transfer task in https://academy.agilelearning.eu/lcard/time-boxing-methode/). Additional documentation of the intermediate steps and
communication on the exchange platform used can also be helpful here.
Repeatability - Should a learning project template be created that can be run through by further
groups?
Agile learning projects are very suitable, among other things, for accompanying a group of employees
in the use of new software or in the acquisition of a new process and to practise their testing in a
supervised test phase. In order for agile learning to unfold its advantages, however, it is necessary to
limit the number of participants. A group size between three and eight people has proven successful
so far. However, larger groups of employees often need to be trained in the same subject area. In
these cases, special attention should be paid to the repeatability of the learning project and the
potential savings in further runs.
If it is already known in advance that a learning project is to be optimised for its repeatability, it
makes sense to put more resources into the creation and adaptation of suitable self-learning
materials as well as into the formulation of the learning tasks themselves. These can be adapted and
optimised in the course of the learning projects through feedback from the participants. In many
cases, this procedure creates documentation that can also be used for other applications in the
company. For example, the resulting materials can be problem- and application-related
documentation for the use of software, supplement existing process documentation or expand it for
site-specific framework conditions.
Media literacy of participants - How proficient are participants in using digital applications?
One of the most important decision criteria for the selection of primarily digital applications to
support an agile learning team is the question of the specific media competence of the participants.
As a rule, the learning projects carried out are under high resource pressure. The aim of a pragmatic
support system must therefore be to relieve the participants in the implementation of the project
and to allow the strongest possible focus on the acquisition of new competences. This requires digital
tools that are as simple and user-friendly as possible. Helpful questions for deciding whether and
which tools should be used are:
-

Are the tools already actively used and "lived" in the company's everyday work?

-

How experienced are the participants in using the planned tools?

-

Is there already training that should/could be done in advance to use the tools?

-

Is the use of the tools also possible for external parties if they are to take on a role in the
project?
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-

Are there analogue alternatives that serve the same purpose and are easier to use?

In summary, a good support system for agile learning projects is above all pragmatic. It allows
learners to focus on acquiring and testing new competences and tries to reduce the additional
burden of coordinating the work in the team. In this case, the motto is often: less is more and
analogue is better. Nevertheless, there are contexts where digital tools are helpful or even necessary
for a learning team to collaborate and learn effectively. This is especially true for geographically
dispersed teams, but it also makes sense to use digital tools in very complex or inherently digital
subject areas (e.g. software acquisition). If you want to conclude with a rule of thumb for this
selection, it is this:
Does the envisaged digital tool solve a learning team problem without producing new ones?
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Timetable
The following schedule follows the principle of the complete action and was created for the pilot
course "Renovation concept - but which one? The flow chart must be specifically adapted to the
course to be planned in each case .

Fig. 1
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Technical requirements
In virtual workshops, the performance and accessibility of the platforms and systems used play a
central role. These have a direct impact both on the forms of learning and on which methods can be
used. Among other things, this depends on,
-

in which way action-oriented input can be given,
to what extent and in what way communication and exchange in the (small group) team are
possible,
how frequently and quickly queries can be asked and answered,
how teachers can get feedback on intermediate work in subgroups,
to what extent reviews and reflections can be conducted interactively.

The Intellectual Output 3 "Methods Manual" of the HoWARP project also presents various scenarios
for the technical limits of the hardware and software used and subsequent options for the design of
virtual continuing education . Based on the experiences, especially of the last two years, a
recommendation for a minimum equipment for a virtual workshop can be made as follows:
-

Video conferencing system with the option of screen sharing, chat and handshake
function (JITSI, Zoom, MS Teams, Webex or comparable systems).
Interactive whiteboard (Miro, ziteboard or comparable)
Voting tool (mentimeter, pingo or comparable)
"Backup connection" via mobile phone

If participants are also provided with documents, cloud storage such as Google Drive, Dropbox, One
Drive or similar is recommended.
The possibilities of a learning management system and its use in teaching activity-oriented methods
are presented in the following chapter using Moodle as an example.
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3. Development of an E-learning Platform
The term e-learning
Many different terms are used in the context of teaching and learning with technology.
terms are used. In the last 20 years, however, a certain unity has emerged. This refers to both the
terms used and their meaning. These include in particular the three terms
-

technology enhanced learning,
Learning with New Media and
E-learning

Technology enhanced learning refers to the use of technology in teaching and learning situations,
including the use of computers and the Internet as well as technologies of all kinds in teaching and
learning (e.g. playing an educational film in class or using the telephone).
The term "learning with new media" refers to the media used to store, transfer or
learning content or data. Examples are media such as radio, books, magazines or television. New
media mainly refers to the Internet or web technologies.
In recent years, the term e-learning has become more and more prevalent and is used in both the
German and English language.
used in both the German and English language areas. In the relevant
literature there is a multitude of definitions. As a rule, the E is derived from the English word
electronic, similar to other so-called e-terms, such as e-business. With regard to the spelling, different
variants occur: E-learning, e-learning, elearning,e-learning, e-learning and e-learning.

Forms of e-learning
Similar to the term e-learning, there are different perspectives on the forms of e-learning. In the
present work, the forms of e-learning refer to the degree of virtualisation of the teaching and
learning situation, i.e. to the virtual share in teaching. The frequently used division into enrichment,
integration and virtualisation concepts is particularly well suited for this purpose. In the following,
the three-part division using the terms enrichment, partial virtualisation and complete virtualisation
will be used.
and complete virtualisation. The share of virtualisation in the
The share of virtualisation is lowest in the case of enrichment of face-to-face events and increases
significantly in the case of partial virtualisation, up to complete virtualisation, in which there are no
more face-to-face components at all.

Enrichment
The lowest degree of virtualisation is found in the enrichment of face-to-face events with e-learning.
For this reason, enrichment is usually the starting point for the use of e-learning. Here, teaching takes
place in the form of face-to-face events. The teacher provides additional learning content on the
Internet, for example on a learning platform, for support and supplementation, and the knowledge is
imparted in regular face-to-face events, while scripts, in-depth materials or discussion forums are
offered online.

Partial virtualisation
The second form of e-learning is the integration of face-to-face teaching with online phases, often
called blended learning. Compared to enrichment, the degree of virtualisation is significantly higher
in partial virtualisation. The ratio of virtualisation to the presence portion is at least equal or the
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portion of online phases is higher than the presence phases. The challenge for teachers is to design
the linking of online phases with face-to-face teaching in such a way that students actually use what
is on offer and are motivated to learn. When online phases are used, classroom teaching changes in
that both phases are linked with each other in terms of content and didactics. The concrete design of
the individual phases can be varied as desired. For example, it is possible to design the introductory
phase of a course as a face-to-face phase. It is just as conceivable to start an event with an online
phase so that the learners first get to grips with the content. In the subsequent face-to-face session,
the content is discussed in more detail.

Complete virtualisation
Courses that are completely virtualised take place online without any attendance components.
Complete virtualisation of teaching is most likely to be implemented for supplementary or in-depth
courses for specific target groups such as first-year students or minor students. This form of elearning is particularly suitable for events with target groups that are geographically distant from
each other. In the last two years, under the pressure of the Corona pandemic, large parts of the
training and further education offered in the area of vocational education and training have also
been offered as a completely virtualised educational format.

Special features of e-learning
Compared to learning with conventional media, e-learning is characterised by some
special features. Basically, a computer or mobile device is required, such as a tablet or smartphone.
such as a tablet or smartphone, and usually an internet connection.
There are also other special features:

Multimedia
Multimedia refers to the delivery of content through a combination of different media, encoding and
sensory modalities. Coding refers to the way the information is presented. Information processing is
different depending on the encoding and teachers can address different sensory modalities in
learners. By combining text, images, audio and video, it is possible to increase the degree of clarity.

Interactivity
Interactivity includes, for example, the playing of a video that the learner can
learner can repeat as often as they like. The learners control the systems and processes
themselves. As a result, learners interact with the learning content and have the possibility to
access the content sequentially.

Networking
In e-learning, information is exchanged by networking different information sources and
communication partners. Information does not have to be structured linearly as in print media, but
can be linked together with the help of hyperlinks. In this way, the learner can influence the
sequence of the contents himself. At the same time, the networking of different learning contents
individual learning paths. Communication can take place between individuals, but also
communication can take place between individuals but also with several people, thus e-learning
offers potential for cooperative learning.
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Self-directed learning
Compared to traditional learning, the learner is much more flexible when using e-learning. The
learner can determine the time and place of learning, as well as the speed and duration. Other terms
for this are self-regulated learning, individual learning or individualised learning. However, this
presupposes that the learner is able to learn in a self-organised and motivated way. Furthermore,
individual learning possibilities and learning requirements can be taken more into account with the
help of e-learning by the teacher offering content of different types and levels of difficulty.
However, one of the greatest advantages of e-learning is its flexibility to adapt to different learning
styles. The unique adaptability of e-learning programmes makes it possible to meet the different
needs and learning styles of learners.

The different learning styles
One's motivation to learn varies between learners. Some pursue specific goals and are satisfied when
these are achieved. Others are simply interested in learning in general. Their curiosity arises from
personal experience. Other learners, on the other hand, want to connect with their peers if they
share the same interests. Independent learners, on the other hand, have very personal goals that
they want to achieve on their own. These learners prefer to control their learning pace regularly.
The term "learning styles" refers to the different ways in which students absorb and process
information. Inherent characteristics, life experiences and demands arising from learners' current
situations affect their learning styles. Educators who address individual styles can improve students'
chances of success and satisfaction.
There are a variety of learning style models. In many of them, learners are divided into:
-

Active learners: These individuals are most successful when they are directly and not
passively involved. They prefer realistic, hands-on experiences.
Emotional learners: They want to interact with other learners. Unstructured learning settings
suit emotional learners best.
Observant learners: These learners want to watch, listen and explore. They prefer to work
independently.
Interactive learners: Although they are independent thinkers, interactive learners also want
to analyse the topic in group discussions.

With the knowledge of the different e-learning possibilities, individual motivation and different
learning styles, e-learning programmes can be created that take into account the needs of the
learners in addition to the content requirements.

Adapt learning content in e-learning
The first step in developing an e-learning programme is to get to know its participants. At this point it
is important to find out what the learners already know and where they have gaps in their
knowledge. It should also be noted why the learners are participating in the programme and what
they want to achieve.
Before a course begins, targeted surveys and questionnaires provide information about needs,
assumptions and deficits from learners to teachers. With this information, the teacher successfully
adapts the Moodle course to their learners.
When there are multiple learning styles and massive variations in existing competences, not all
activities are equally suitable for all learners. Therefore, it is helpful to offer opportunities that serve
more than one purpose.
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At the beginning of a course, the teacher should set certain learning expectations. Students will then
recognise the indicators of success and their individual benefit from the programme. Furthermore,
this way the participants already understand at the beginning what kind of effort is expected from
them.
Most learners are already motivated. They know that continuing education has a significant impact
on professional success. It is the task of the course instructor to keep interest at this high level

Synchronous and asynchronous learning with e-learning
Some learners like immediate feedback, while others prefer to digest the new information for a while
before discussing it. Course leaders who offer both synchronous and asynchronous learning content
open up e-learning programmes to a wide variety of learner groups.

Synchronous learning
Synchronous learning activities involve all participants simultaneously. Formats include online chats,
instant messaging, video or audio conferencing, live webcasting and virtual classrooms. Learners with
emotional, active or interactive learning styles have the opportunity to join immediately. Real-time
experiences also help learners who are uncertain about their skills or need additional support.
Synchronous learning is suitable for content that focuses on interpersonal relationships, such as
communication skills, diversity issues and foreign languages.

Fig. 2

Asynchronous learning
In asynchronous learning, participants set their own schedules. Just predominantly content-based
curricula fit this model. Courses with synchronous and asynchronous components can include
discussion forums, emails, blogs, videos, webcasts, simulations and games. Asynchronous learning is
possible with most types of content. Observant learners do well with these less structured activities.
Participants with a predominantly interactive learning style enjoy independence but still have the
opportunity to collaborate with others. As long as active learners have real, engaging activities, their
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needs are also met through asynchronous learning. Emotional learners can connect with other
participants through forums.

Fig. 3

What works for which learning style?
While time constraints are important, they are not the only important aspect of e-learning. If
participants have different learning styles, course leaders should work with different pedagogical
approaches. These are usually active or passive.

Active learning
Research shows that active methods work for the greatest number of learners. It is most effective
when participants apply what they have learned immediately, for example by teaching other
members.
Not surprisingly, active learning is particularly effective for learners with the active learning style.
Emotional learners are attracted to collaborative projects.

Passive learning
With passive teaching techniques, learners are generally less likely to remember what they have
learned. However, these methods are very effective with certain learners.
With passive demonstrations, most learners retain less than a third of the information. Audiovisual
lessons lead to even less progress in learning. Reading text and listening to lectures are least helpful
for information absorption. Observant learners, on the other hand, like to explore for themselves.
Passive learning experiences let them absorb information. Afterwards, they can practise what they
have learned more actively and thus benefit from passive learning.
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4. Documentation of the HOWARP - Moodle
On the one hand, the Moodle contains the documentation of the courses held, on the other hand,
supplementary documents and materials are provided for trainers. These materials are intended to
enable trainers to set up and run Moodle courses independently, taking into account action-oriented
elements. Access data for Moodle can be requested from Benjamin Höhne b.hoehne@sustainum.de.
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5. Application examples
Heads of further education at Ecoplus
The context
The framework of the ecoplus seminars, for whose leaders (event team and experts) the curriculum
is to be developed, is characterised by
-

-

Participants from around 10 companies who want to receive further training on a very new
topic.
The event team defines the topic together with experts (and with companies) and narrows it
down.
Together with experts, the event team sets up a qualification of at least 5 workshop days. In
between, practical tasks have to be completed. It organises the framework (project
presentation, input from the companies in advance, rooms and dates) and financial support
for the training.
The experts concentrate on imparting knowledge, which is usually very practice-oriented.
The participants should be able to try out and learn to apply new technologies presented or
knowledge learned to their company practice, their environment and their circumstances. At
the very least, after the qualification they should have an idea of what they can do with it in
the context of their field of activity.

ecoplus has been working very well with this approach for several years, made possible by welldeveloped funding structures in Austria. This year alone, ecoplus has set up five further qualification
projects (e.g. ARbau ) in addition to the seminars on BIM (Building Information Model - a digital
model of buildings spanning all life phases).
The special approach of ecoplus differs from "normal seminars" mainly by a strong "engagement
with the needs of the participants/companies" and "empowerment of the participants"
(maximisation of output). Thus, this approach is very well suited to implement the principles
underlying this curriculum. Specifically, it is possible to identify the problems to be solved and the
learning and work tasks to be worked on for this in advance with the participants and to prepare
them didactically.

Target group of the further training
The target group is organisers and experts for such workplace-oriented further training, within
Ecoplus and in other Austrian provinces. Based on previous experience, it can be assumed that the
target group has great expertise in their field and at least basic knowledge of lecturing and
presenting. These people usually have an academic education.

Structure of the process
The training itself should follow the presented principle of complete action: Inform - Plan - Decide Implement - Review and Reflect. This can look like this, for example:
-

Preparation: Experts choose a seminar they will hold in the next few weeks and work out the
contents. They also design the methods and a schedule.
Workshop I: The experts get input on action-oriented and agile learning (2-3h).
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-

-

Application: They can then apply what they have learned to their own seminar design and
revise/add to their methods if necessary and detail the schedule - individually or in peer-topeer teams. There is the possibility to ask questions to the HOWARP team.
Testing outside the curriculum: implementation of the seminar by the experts within a few
weeks.
Workshop II: Exchange of experiences and reflection. Depending on the size of the group,
first in peer groups or immediately for all (approx. 2h).

Documentation
https://moodle.learning-os.com/course/view.php?id=23&notifyeditingon=1
Access data for Moodle can be requested from Benjamin Höhne b.hoehne@sustainum.de
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"Learning Event Renovation Concept! But which one? And how? " - Workshops
on the renovation concept
The context
The introduction of a subsidy for the preparation of renovation concepts for small and large
residential buildings in Vienna in 2021, the initiatives for decarbonisation of energy supply also in
existing buildings, intensified by the current crisis situation in connection with the current and future
gas supply, have led to a high demand for information and further training among those responsible
in the SME sector of construction/refurbishment and energy technology. This has prompted the
partners ECOPLUS and the Quality Platform for Renovation Partners to organise a workshop with the
methods of action-oriented working and learning for the exchange of information and further
training. Due to the high demand, this workshop was and will be held a total of three times (19.05.+
28.06. + 07.09. 2022).

The target group
The target group was managers from SMEs in the areas of planning, building and renovation. A total
of around 60 participants from about 50 SMEs took part in the workshops. Both entrepreneurs and
employed managers were present; some participants already had extensive experience in the
preparation of renovation concepts or in dealing with building renovations, while others had only been
involved for a few years.

The concept
The concept of the workshops followed the principles of complete action, after an input by external
experts, the further work steps, including planning, were carried out in the groups. Each group was
moderated or accompanied by an expert.

Fig. 4
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Learning objectives
"Content" learning objectives:
-

Understanding the different forms of the renovation concept
Applying tools for the preparation of renovation concepts
Creation of redevelopment concepts

"Methodological" learning objectives:
-

Getting to know and applying the principles of activity-based learning
Understanding and applying the "complete action" to the solution of professional tasks
Networking and exchange of experience

Preparation of learning content
-

Professional input
Documents in Moodle
Tools and resources
Exercise examples

Lessons learned
The organisers and experts drew the following conclusions from the feedback on the first workshop
and made changes to the workshop design:
1) Professional inputs: there needs to be more space and time for discussions and for question answer formats
2) Planning phase: in order for the participants to be able to plan the work process themselves,
a more detailed introduction to the tasks set is necessary.
3) Heterogeneity of the groups: Different levels of experience and knowledge are certainly
beneficial, but without moderation there is a danger of "expert monologues".
4) In general, permanent supervision of the work in the groups by an external person seems to
make sense.
5) The use of digital tools in face-to-face events (online - surveys, live - learning platform) can be
helpful, but is prone to errors - question rounds and feedback in analogue form with hand
raising and flip charts are the better alternative here.
6) Strict separation of presentation and moderation, clear distribution of roles and good time
management are helpful.

Description (from the invitation)
Orientation, examples and practical knowledge on the renovation concept for residential buildings
in Vienna
A comprehensive, holistic renovation concept is the basis for a successful building renovation project
- and usually also a prerequisite for funding the renovation measure.
Renovation projects in Vienna are a special case: With the entry into force of the new renovation
ordinance, the City of Vienna promotes the preparation of a renovation concept for comprehensive
renovations of residential buildings.
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However, the requirements for and the informative value of renovation concepts vary greatly
depending on the situation.
The ecoplus Bau.Energie.Umwelt Cluster Niederösterreich is therefore organising this learning event
together with the Qualitätsplattform Sanierungspartner.
Your benefit
You will learn from and work out with experts the
-

Framework conditions

-

Requirements

-

and the practical creation

of a renovation concept eligible for funding in Vienna.
The special
Apart from seminars with frontal lectures, there are interesting alternative learning methods. In this
learning event, the method of action-oriented learning is presented and applied. This promises
efficient, entertaining and sustainable knowledge transfer through learning by doing.
Tip: Especially recommended for in-house training!
More on action-based learning (also called agile learning).
Experts
-

Johannes Fechner and Ronald Setznagel, 17&4 Organisationsberatung GmbH

-

Anita Preisler, e7 energy innovation & engineering

-

Felix Groth, MA 25 Vienna

-

Jörg Longmuß, Sustainum Institute Berlin

Target group
Persons working in the field of renovation in Vienna from consulting, planning and implementing
companies as well as from the client side, e.g.
-

Master builders

-

Architects

-

Installers

-

Building services planners

-

Energy consultants

-

Property developers

Documentation: Comprehensive documentation of this learning event, which was held as a face-toface workshop with the involvement of external experts via Zoom and the integration of Moodle for
the provision of documents and further information, can be found at
https://www.klimaaktiv-elearning.at/Lernplattform/course/view.php?id=60
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Guest key: SANKON_2022
Building on the experience and feedback from the workshop on 22.05.2022, further workshops will
be held on 28.6.2022 and 07.09.2022. Thus, the principle of complete action is also practised at the
level of workshop planning.
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Workshops in the Netherlands
Introduction
The pilot project on the application of agile and action-oriented principles in the Netherlands took
place as part of a professionalisation programme for teachers in higher education. This course
includes several topics, each of which is covered in a separate workshop.
In line with the HoWARP principles, the design of the workshops is based on the following principles:
-

Emphasis on the connection with one's own workplace, thus giving the participant the
opportunity to actively apply the acquired knowledge and skills in this work practice;
embedding in the social context of one's own workplace and thus offers space for the
exchange of one's own experiences and those of the other participants;
Space for personal learning goals and learning paths;
Needs-based coaching;
Focus on the use of location and time-independent learning resources.

Participants
The participants have all recently taken up a teaching position at a higher education institution in the
Netherlands. A formal requirement for them is to have or acquire a teaching degree, they follow a
professionalisation pathway for teachers. This pathway is based on two sets of learning outcomes:
(1) Design of the lessons and
(2) Delivery and monitoring of teaching. Both groups consist of 3 separate learning outcomes each.
The whole professionalisation process takes one year and consists of several workshops, each linked
to one of the 6 general learning outcomes of the whole programme. The programme concludes with
a criterion-referenced interview. This is a personal interview tailored to the personal work situation.
Upon completion of the programme, participants receive a professional certificate (which is also
compulsory for working as a teacher).

Pilot workshop
The Assessment workshop was held on 3 November 2021. It addresses the learning outcomes related
to the assessment cycle and the components of assessment analysis; how to design and develop
student assessments in higher education and how to analyse and improve them. Learning outcome
(4) was described as follows:
The teacher analyses the quality of the test against quality criteria and draws appropriate
conclusions. Based on the analysis, the teacher (re)designs the test in accordance with the vision,
testing policy and testing programme of the study programme.
Two learning objectives relate to this learning outcome:
-

The teacher can explain the function of the assessment cycle and how the quality
requirements of assessment play a role in it.
The teacher can state the content of the phases of the assessment cycle.
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Description of the workshop according to the criteria of the complete action
Inform
The learning objectives are already given, they are part of the framework for the teacher of higher
vocational education. The workshop leader informs the participants about these learning objectives.
However, he starts with an explanation of the workshop programme, in which the teachers also get
an explanation of the assessment in class during the workshop:
-

Short task; make your own test about testing in pairs
Explanation of the content of testing; theoretical background on the topic of assessment in
education and on
Question about own experiences with tests (linking with own practical experiences)
Assessment of the learning objectives by the participants (report mark)

Plan
The learning path seems to be largely mapped out; learning objectives and tasks are already set.
However, the participants themselves choose their own assessment/test, which they analyse and
evaluate themselves in the time after the workshop and on the basis of which they make
recommendations (to themselves) - and possibly improvements.

Decide
The decision is actually already made with the planning. The participant chooses a test/assessment of
him/herself to analyse and improve, the supervisor no longer decides.

Perform
Analysis of their own (existing) test. In the time after the workshop, participants use the information
received to analyse their own assessment/test (from their own pedagogical practice) for quality,
make suggestions for improvement and, if necessary, make adjustments to the test themselves. The
results - a document with the analysis results and suggestions for improvement - are shared with the
other participants in a team environment

Check
Participants give each other feedback on the analysis and advice given via the online environment
(teams). Subsequently, the participants also respond to the feedback they have received themselves.
Both are then assessed by the supervisor/coach/teacher.

Evaluate
There is no assessment of whether the learning path taken was also the right one, although it may
have involved formal (pedagogical) assessment.

Lessons learned
The examples in this pilot project show that especially the agile part is only present to a limited
extent; especially the phases of informing, deciding and planning are already predetermined - in this
case by the framework conditions of the teaching profession.
An important question is likely to be how shared decision-making is to be shaped in these initial
phases; how are the stakeholders brought together, where does the question come from, who
ultimately decides what that should look like.
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The learning content is directly related to professional practice (and a teacher's qualification
framework), the implementation phase is also about a task that the participants must be able to
perform in practice.
A key point in this workshop is that participants give each other feedback on practical tasks as part of
the learning process.
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Further Training on the Topics of Leadership and Product Development
The context
A two-week series of workshops took place in Accra as part of a further training programme for
managers of SMEs in the furniture construction and wood processing sector from Ghana. An employee
of COGNOS International trained on the topics of leadership and product development on one day
each in February 2022. Other specialist topics in the workshop series included the Business Model
Canvas, financial planning, business plan, marketing, strategic management and international business
communication. The aim was to support the company management in the further development of
their companies and thus promote job creation and improvement in the working situation in the
participating SMEs.

The target group
The target group was managers from SMEs in the furniture making and wood processing sectors in
Ghana. In total, up to 40 participants from 20 companies took part in the training. Despite these
commonalities (industry affiliation, managers from SMEs), the group was very heterogeneous. There
were both entrepreneurs and employed managers, some participants already had over 30 years of
professional experience, others only a few years. The group was also heterogeneous in other areas
such as international experience.

The concept
As the participants were managers, the entire course - and therefore also the two training days on
leadership and product development - was interactive. Through the use of group work, the participants
not only actively worked on the learning content, but the sometimes large differences in previous
knowledge were bridged and used positively. Through the joint work and the exchange of experiences
in the various small groups, the wealth of experience of the entire group could be used. This gave the
participants numerous opportunities to learn not only from the trainer but also from other
participants.

Learning objectives
The learning objectives were distributed over the two trainings as follows.
Leadership
-

Understanding the difference between leadership and management
Stronger focus of managers on leadership through delegation of management tasks
Leading by Example - Giving security in a complex environment
Corporate culture based on trust

Product Development
-

Application of design thinking for product development
Understanding of the complete process from ideation to Minimum Viable Product
Customer-oriented product development
Shortening the product development cycles

Preparation of learning content
The learning content was prepared in such a way that technical input always alternated with practical
exercises and group work. In this way, the content was easier for the participants to internalise and a
long-term learning effect was achieved through direct practical application.
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6. Evaluation
What does evaluation mean?
The term evaluation comes from the English language and describes the process or the result of an
assessment of the current situation. In this sense, evaluation is also a fundamental part of our
everyday experiences. "Every human being evaluates constantly, e.g. by registering something and
then classifying it as good or bad, valuable or worthless, pleasant or unpleasant, i.e. by judging
things, persons, processes or institutions according to value criteria and drawing conclusions from
them" (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 13).
If you ask different people what they understand by evaluation, you will quickly realise that the term
has very different connotations. For example, evaluation can mean a quantitative determination of
learning outcomes at the end of a course, sporadic and systematic feedback to the lecturers,
scientific accompanying studies of a larger project or even economic-quantitative analyses of the
costs of a new model.
"In science, too, evaluation is used to describe a whole arsenal of theories, models, procedures and
methods, which in their entirety constitute the object of evaluation research" (Will / Winteler / Krapp
1987, 13). Representatives of various disciplines, such as economists, educationalists or
psychologists, deal with questions of evaluation. For this reason, it is no wonder that neither a
uniform organisational nor content-theoretical structure of evaluation research has been able to
emerge. In current scientific parlance, evaluation is associated with a wide range of diverse social
science activities and concepts, e.g. with "[...] success control, learning success control, efficiency
measurement, probation control, impact research, effect control, accompanying research,
programme research or cost-benefit analysis [...]". (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987p. 14).
If the various concepts of evaluation are brought to a common denominator and the central
determining elements are filtered out, then according to Will / Winteler / Krapp (1987, 14) four
general characteristics can be highlighted:

-

Evaluation is goal- and purpose-oriented. Its primary aim is to improve, legitimise or decide on
practical measures (treatments) (e.g. a training measure or a training concept).

-

The basis of the evaluation is a systematically obtained database on the prerequisites, context,
processes and effects of a practical measure.

-

Evaluation includes an evaluative statement, i.e. the methodically obtained data and findings
are assessed against the background of value standards using certain rules.

-

Evaluation, in contrast to personal performance assessment or testing, refers to individual
areas of planned, implemented or completed educational measures. Thus, as a rule, it is not
primarily aimed at assessing the behaviour (e.g. performance) of individual persons, but is part
of the development, realisation and control of planned educational work.

Evaluation as a component of planned educational work
Evaluation in VET deals with teaching and learning processes in initial and continuing education and
training, their prerequisites, objectives, processes, inputs (e.g. course materials) and outcomes. In
contrast to other human activities that are not routine everyday actions, i.e. that take place without
planning and reflection, "[...] teaching and instruction activities are generally subject to conscious
action control; ideally, they proceed according to the principles and rules of a rational action model"
(Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, p.15).
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Evaluation as a characteristic of objective pedagogical action
According to Will / Winteler / Krapp (1987), rational pedagogical action is characterised by the
following facts, among others:
-

-

-

Preliminary differentiation and fixing of the goals for action: What is to be achieved?
Assessment of desired or undesired consequences of these goals: What can happen if the
goals are achieved or not achieved?
Determine the initial situation: What is the initial situation of the addressee? What are the
basic conditions? Which can be changed?
Assessment of the desired and undesired side effects of the possible alternative courses
of action: What else can occur besides the desired target state if an alternative course of
action is realised?
Effectiveness assessment of the possible alternative courses of action: How effective are
the possible courses of action in achieving the desired goals and avoiding undesirable side
effects?
Conscious decision for an alternative course of action.
Rational control of the course of action.
Control and evaluation of the achieved final state.

Of course, these features do not only exist in pedagogical fields, but also in economic planning
theories.
The essential characteristic of rational action is the conscious control of all partial steps of the course
of action according to verifiable evaluation criteria. Initial conditions, the course and also the results
of a factual action are used for steering and control "[...] on the basis of special forms of data
collection, data registration and data evaluation. Rational action is thus connected in many ways with
processes of evaluation, and it is precisely these evaluative controls that make action rational action"
(Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, p. 16).
The aforementioned problem of the diversity of evaluation concepts can be explained to a certain
extent. However, the tangle of definitions of goals and concepts in the field of education-related
evaluation can be at least partially disentangled if the goals and tasks of evaluation are broken down
with an action-theoretical concept. According to Will / Winteler / Krapp (1987), two differentiation
possibilities are important here: the level of action control and phases or steps of the course of
action.

Evaluation at different levels of action control
In the field of education, almost every objective action is structured hierarchically. In particular, longterm action plans can be divided into several subordinate sub-actions. These sub-actions have
objectives and a comparatively shorter duration and can be further divided and subdivided. If we
look at the structure of action and decision-making in education and training, for example, the
following areas or levels of action control can be distinguished according to Will / Winteler / Krapp
(1987):
-

-

Developing a basic concept of education and training, i.e. a "programme" (e.g. determining
overarching goals, deciding on the frequency of offering certain sections in the educational
concept).
Planning and design of a self-contained measure.
Preparation and realisation of a partial sequence or a unit.
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-

Carrying out a concrete didactic step (e.g. steering a teaching conversation or consciously
shaping a single behaviour in feedback).
Of course, the goals and forms of realisation of evaluation differ at the individual levels of action.
"The more detailed and precisely defined the level of action is, the more spontaneous, natural and
everyday the goals and methods of evaluation can be. On the other hand, the breadth and
complexity of the data basis necessary for a (comprehensive) evaluation grow with the level of the
respective level of action and decision analysed" (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, p. 17).

Evaluation at different stages of the action sequence
The second order dimension of evaluation mentioned above results from the individual steps of a
planned educational measure. In an ideal-typical simplification, the course of action can be divided
into the following stages or steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Clarification of goals and determination of initial conditions
Action preparation and action planning
Implementation of the action
Control of the immediate effects of action
Control of the long-term effects of action in the field of application (transfer) (cf. Will / Winteler
/ Krapp 1987, 18).
Within the framework of action planning and implementation, all steps require evaluative control.
Even though it is not always possible to clearly separate the individual phases of evaluation, different
types and areas of responsibility can be distinguished:

-

Context and target evaluation (Context)
Input evaluation (input)
Process evaluation (process; formative evaluation)
Product evaluation (summative evaluation), transfer evaluation (cf. Auer / Carstensen 1995,
40).
Context and objective evaluation essentially focuses on taking stock, assessing the framework
conditions and the objectives of a programme. Inputevaluation examines the possibilities of using
resources to achieve the objectives. In the process evaluation phase, periodic feedback of
information is provided during the introduction and implementation of the programme. Finally,
product evaluation (also output or summative evaluation) provides information on the achievement
of objectives, often in the form of actual-target comparisons. With the help of the transfer
evaluation, the longer-term implementation and application of what has been learned (output) in the
workplace is recorded. Results of product and transfer evaluation often serve as a basis for decisions
on the continuation, modification, termination or repetition of a programme.

Functions of the evaluation
In vocational education and training, evaluation is not an end in itself, but fulfils various functions.
Depending on the level of action control and the respective step in the action process, it can
evaluate, control or optimise measures. It can also support, control and discipline the learning
process. Evaluation can also "[...] document and legitimise measures, prepare decisions or
standardise the perception of a treatment" (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 20). But which function is
in the foreground depends on the individual case and also on the point of view of those concerned,
e.g. clients of the evaluation would rather see the assessment function, lecturers, on the other hand,
would rather see the control function, or for the evaluator the gain of knowledge may be in the
foreground.
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In the following, the three important functions of evaluation 1. the control and optimisation function,
2. the evaluation and assessment function and 3. the control and disciplining function are discussed
in more detail.

The control and optimisation function
Evaluation often has the task of supporting and optimising the current action. "This type of
evaluation attempts [...] to provide information about the course and intermediate results of the
current teaching-learning process so that, if possible, the measures still in progress (in the sense of
promoting and ensuring success) can be improved" (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 20-21). This
evaluation function is also summarised as formative evaluation.
It differs significantly from other functions, not only in its goals, but also in the methods, instruments
and timing of data collection. It also differs in the involvement of the participants, in the feedback of
data to the field of study, in the role and self-image of the evaluator, and partly in the demand for
the extent of scientific control of evaluation (cf. Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, p. 21).

The evaluation and assessment function
Terms such as success or proof control, efficiency research or utility analysis belong to the
assessment and judgement function of evaluation. The final results (output) of a measure are
compared at the end with evaluation standards and then assessed according to the extent to which
the required goals and benefit criteria have been achieved. The term summative evaluation is also
used for this function of evaluation.
This function of evaluation must adequately describe the final results and it must classify, weight and
assess the results according to quality criteria. In connection with the question of adequate
description categories of training and learning effects, the problem of quality standards arises.
"Should, for example, the individual learning gain of the individual members of the training group be
used (intra-individual yardstick), is success to be measured independently of individual learning gain
against a previously defined learning goal criterion (teaching goal-oriented yardstick) or is the quality
of the results of an individual or a specific group to be determined in comparison to the learning
success of other training participants (inter-individual or competition-oriented yardstick)" (Will /
Winteler / Krapp 1987, 22)?
An evaluator must take a qualitative-judgmental stance regardless of which quality standards he
considers. He is required to measure the level achieved against a quality standard and, on the basis
of this comparison, come to the decision of successful or unsuccessful. Evaluation thus becomes a
component of decisions in many cases.

The control and disciplinary function
The clients gain control and disciplinary possibilities through the evaluation. They can, for example,
check whether practical measures have really been carried out as planned and whether they have
reached the intended target group (cf. Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 22). This can be of particular
interest in the case of complex programmes or in the case of education departments with a strong
life of their own. "Evaluation findings sometimes also allow conclusions to be drawn about how
successful, for example, in-house training work is, how well individual lecturers or trainers work or
which participants in a measure have achieved or not achieved the goals set" (Will / Winteler / Krapp
1987, 22).
In a survey conducted by the Munich Education Forum in 1985, for example, those responsible for
education stated the following as the objectives of performance reviews in the learning or functional
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field: "Assessment and selection of instructors (15%), decision on other promotion of staff (10%),
selection of participants for later practical deployment (2%)" (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 22).
The evaluation control function, which is also called success control, is not limited to person-neutral
aspects of a measure. For this reason, event organisers, lecturers and participants are often sceptical
and not very cooperative when it comes to evaluation.
If the evaluation is carried out by external and thus third-party evaluators, fears of control and
surveillance come to the fore, as those affected can hardly have any say or influence on the
objectives, implementation and evaluation of the evaluation.

Further evaluation functions
In addition to the most important functions of evaluation just mentioned, evaluation measures can
also fulfil a number of other functions. They can serve to prepare decisions and actions of various
scopes and in this way often gain an immediate decision-making function.
The documentation and legitimisation function also plays a role in practice that should not be
underestimated. "With 'tangible' evaluation data, it is easier to justify financial and personnel
demands, certain contents, goals or teaching, learning and organisational forms, or to ward off
unwelcome proposals" (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 24).
In educational-psychological measures that focus on teaching, learning or communication processes,
evaluation as an instrument of meta-communication can become part of the measure itself. It then
provides material for joint reflection on learning and communication processes that have just taken
place, for example, or it really fuels these processes. In these cases, evaluation takes on a didactic or
intervening function.
If as many stakeholders as possible are involved in the planning, implementation and evaluation of
the evaluation, then the integrating and communication-promoting function of evaluation comes
into play. This type of evaluation creates a common basis for discussion, assessment and action and
thus supports team and organisational development.
The training function of evaluation aims in a similar direction. Internal evaluation of a measure can
provide optimal learning and development opportunities for those involved. "It helps them to rethink
their work and see it from a distance and, if necessary, promotes contact with current scientific
developments (Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 25).

Evaluation method according to the concept of action research
The common basis of all evaluation efforts is the purposeful collection, processing and assessment of
data.
According to Will / Winteler / Krapp (1987), the "helper and counsellor model" of evaluation is less
concerned with the quantitative recording of final results or with measuring the achievement of
objectives in relation to predefined standards than with the elaboration and discussionable
presentation of current results of a measure. In this context, the needs and views of those affected
are also of interest. Attention is also paid to the side effects of measures. For this evaluation method,
holistically oriented methods that correspond to qualitative methods are often used. These include,
for example, narrative interviews, participant observation, simple questionnaires with partly open
response options, flashlights, mood barometers, wall newspapers, course diaries, group discussions
or manoeuvre critiques. These are instruments that are also discussed and practised in university
didactics (cf. Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, 32).
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In this evaluation framework, the evaluator acts partly informally, but quite systematically. Ideally,
the evaluator is in constant interaction with the stakeholders and uses holistic communication
techniques and data collection methods.
The action research approach to evaluation is flexible, adaptive and very suitable especially for
complex, unstructured situations. The results that emerge are of immediate practical relevance. The
approach is addressee-oriented and can count on a high level of acceptance among those involved.
However, studies based on the action research approach are difficult to plan and focus. Moreover,
the results are not repeatable and comparable, they are often subjectively coloured and only
applicable to the current situation.
The action research approach is recommended when, among other things, the following
circumstances are present:
-

Those directly affected should be involved in the decision.
The programmes to be evaluated have not yet been determined or are still in the planning
phase.
The effects and consequences to be taken into account from the implementation of the
measures have not yet been determined.
Human (individual and group) needs and concerns are at the forefront of decision-making.
A high degree of objectivity is not required (cf. Will / Winteler / Krapp 1987, p. 34).

Evaluations in the pilot courses in the HOWARP project
Evaluation of the course design
The course design of the workshop series on the renovation concept was qualitatively evaluated in
several online meetings with the organisers and experts, based on the results and reflections of the
first workshop, and the results were incorporated into the design of the subsequent workshops.
Details can be found in this report under "lessons learned".

Evaluation of the learning methods
The evaluation of the learning methods was exemplarily carried out in the further training courses on
the topics of leadership and product development by means of an online questionnaire.

Evaluation of participant satisfaction ("feedback")
The evaluation of participant satisfaction was exemplified in the first workshop "Redevelopment
concept using the "starfish" method.
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Fig. 5

Detailed results and further literature on the evaluation can be found in the HOWARP - Moodle.

7. Notes and literature
1

Example of a task: As a trainer, you have the task of teaching a course of master craftsmen the
basics of vocational training and should clarify the basics of HOL in a short technical input (duration
max. 15 min.). Also present the pros and cons of industrial crafts training.

2

Longmuss, J., Korge, G., Bauer, A. & Höhne, B. (2020). Agile learning in the enterprise. Berlin:
Springer Vieweg https://doi.org/10.1007%2F978-3-662-62013-7
Auer, C., Carstensen, D. 1995. Evaluation - a topic already at the beginning of a model experiment?
In: Schenkel, Holz. (Eds.) Evaluation of multimedia learning programmes and learning concepts.
Reports from vocational training practice. Nuremberg.
Will, H., Winteler, A., Krapp, A. 1987. From performance monitoring to evaluation. In: Will, Winteler,
Krapp. (Eds.): Evaluation in vocational education and training. Concepts and strategies. Heidelberg.
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